
Authorization
Payer authorizations are submitted to the Wisconsin Department of Health 
Services (DHS). DHS sends all authorizations for services requiring EVV 
to Sandata nightly.

Visit
A worker uses EVV technology to check in and check out of an 
authorized visit. Six key data points are captured to create EVV visit 
data.

Verification

Validation
Visits should be in a verified status in the EVV system prior to the claim 
being sent. Incomplete visit records (those missing information) will not 
be used for claims or encounter processing. 
The claim must correspond to the EVV visit record. This step ensures 
that each personal care or applicable supportive home care service has 
corresponding EVV data to support payment.

This overview provides a snapshot of how an electronic visit verification (EVV) visit record fits into the 
general claims process. Additional details about each step are provided on the following page.

Visits with all six required data elements are considered verified visits. 
If necessary, the provider agency administrator makes manual edits in 
their EVV system to complete or correct the visit record. Sandata sends 
all of the day’s visit files, including any edits and visits received from 
alternate EVV vendors, to DHS after midnight.
DHS then sends verified visits to the appropriate program payer the 
following day to be used for claims processing.

How does the electronic visit verification 
record fit into the general claims process?
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The following describes each step listed on the first page in more detail.

Authorization
Payers submit authorizations to DHS for members and participants who receive services that require EVV 
service codes T1019, T1020, S5125, and S5126.
 y DHS sends all authorizations to Sandata nightly.
 y The information in the authorization is used to connect the member or participant, approved services, 

provider agency, and payer in the EVV system.

Fee-for-service clients receiving under 50 hours per calendar year may not have an authorization; therefore, 
the member information will not be sent to Sandata. These members can be manually added by the provider 
agency to the Sandata EVV Portal. Refer to the “Client data” section of the DHS EVV training webpage for 
instructions.

Alternate EVV system users should consult a representative from their EVV system. 

Visit
When a worker uses EVV, the system captures the following data points that are required for EVV:
 y Who receives the service
 y Who provides the service
 y What service is provided
 y Where service is provided
 y Date of service
 y Time in and out

Verification
After workers have completed visits, the provider agency administrator makes sure that all required information 
has been captured and any errors in the information that was collected have been fixed. Verified visits are 
automatically sent to DHS nightly. All new and updated verified visits are sent to payers daily.

Validation
The final step in the process is claims processing with the EVV data. Payers confirm that EVV data exists for 
the claim and will validate data based on each applicable detail on the claim.

For fee-for-service, DHS systematically pairs the claim detail data to EVV visit data. If a corresponding EVV 
record is not found on initial processing, the system will suspend the claim and begin a two-day recycle 
process. If EVV data is not found in these two days, the detail will be denied. Provider agencies may resubmit 
the detail at a later date when the EVV visit data is available.

For other programs, the program payer receives verified visit files from DHS. The payer then processes claims 
for the EVV visit to ensure that each personal care service and applicable supportive home care service has 
corresponding EVV data to support payment.
 y BadgerCare Plus and Medicaid SSI HMOs, Family Care, and Family Care Partnership have the authority 

and will likely deny claims that do not have corresponding EVV records for personal care services or 
applicable supportive home care services.

 y IRIS (Include, Respect, I Self-Direct) fiscal employer agencies will pay participant-hired worker claims in 
a timely manner and work with participants and participant-hired workers to resolve missing or inaccurate 
EVV data.

 y Fiscal employer agencies will deny provider agency claims with incomplete EVV data.
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https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/evv/training-administrators.htm

